
ALBIS is one of the world's leading globally operating companies
in the distribution of technical thermoplastics and thermoplastic
elastomers. With technical know-how, a strong distribution
network and a passion for the best solution, ALBIS offers its
customers as an independent distributor one of the market-
leading and most comprehensive product portfolios for the entire
plastics processing industry. With 24 locations worldwide and 450
employees, the company, headquartered in Hamburg, Germany, is
strongly represented in Europe with a growing presencein EMEA
and Asia Pacific. For more information visit http://www.albis.com

Technical service
As a leading, worldwide distributor of polymers, ALBIS
understands the value and importance of technical service for our
customers. We don't just deliver plastic granules - we provide
technical solutions. We understand that every application is
unique and offer expert advice in selecting the best product to
meet each application's specific requirements. Our technical
service continues along the complete application development
journey, from part design, right through to series production. 
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Should anything go wrong after production begins, we will be
there to support you. Our global team of application development
engineers are experts in their field - and are never far away.

Walk on the greenside of life
The desire for more “sustainability”encounters us every day,
everywhere and in various contexts. Especially when it comes to
the use of plastics, opinions often differ. Nevertheless, limited
natural resources is just one of the aspects that should encourage
us to get into action without any delay. As an international
company, ALBIS is aware of its responsibilities! Sustainability is an
integral part of our growth strategy.  
The proportion of ALBIS’ portfolio based on renewable raw
polymers or recyclates expands constantly. ALBIS and its business
associates deliver diverse, sustainable solutions as a “one-stop-
shop”-partner. It is important to us to be on regular exchanges
with our customers and partners. This interaction enables usto
develop smart solutions in a joined effort. Acting together - for the
benefit of all involved - is the ALBIS approach to breathe a little
more life into the word "sustainability" every day.
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